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Welcome to the August Edition
We would like to thank the Gold Protection Council members also all the other Organisations
Shown below helping us with the Black List. We have reviewed the list personally and have
taken out a few companies and curtain individuals because of the situation that made them or
their company being blacklisted for fraud.
We will continue updating The Black List and making it available to anyone who needs it in
the commodity industry.
If you have been defrauded or messed around
by a Company or Person’s please email to us
so we can add them to our Evil list.
Each will be reviewed and checked for authenticity.
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Please be advised that First-Edge will report all fraud activities and attempt to commit crimes to: INTERPOL, FBI, CIA, IC3, US Treasury Dept., FinCEN, SEC, Federal Reserve, CC Commercial Crime Services,
RCMP, New Scotland Yard, City of London Fraud Squad, Crime Stoppers International as well as any Law
Enforcement Agency in your area.
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Introduction
From: David McGhie

MD of First Edge Ltd (Commodity)
FE Magazine’s main objective is to keep our readers updated with the day to day
transaction’s of the commodity world, We will always stay aggressive in finding
who’s who in bringing new concepts to the industry.
The magazine will always publish traders issues with other traders of what’s happening with our trading system. We have found that some of these issue’s will be
published in the First Edge Magazine.
COLUMNISTS
We have Four Columnists who will bring you an up to date review of what’s going
on in the world of commodity.
OUR MAIN GOAL
Our main goal is to help trader’s and companies finding new business partners
from all around the world that is able to trade offers with online internet service.
Our Customer Support Team is always at your disposal to help our members
against any problem faced on our website which will be released in March 2011.
NEWS BULLETING
News Bulleting board for readers will also be released in Feb 2011 for readers to
point out their personal view points on what’s happening in today’s commodity
market place.
NOTICE BOARD
As Promised the Notice Board will be released in early February 2011 for all in
the commodity industry who is trying to find or sell a product or products.
You can also place a notice about any product your looking for You may wish to
tell other traders about your own products and ask them to contact you.
You may be a trader wishing to get your product published. And need Place details on our Notice Board. You may also find some good contacts.
If you have any question’s or need further assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
fem@first-edge.co.uk
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Ramadan
Take Heed
Forgive and Forget
Its time to take heed and admit to our faults and turn back to Allah. We've all heard
this before, 'forgive and forget' it's become clichéd, and hard to apply. Apologising
in some people's eyes can be the easiest of tasks or the hardest in some cases. It
takes sheer guts and determination to be the bigger person in a situation to say
you're in the wrong and admit you're sorry. Haste is from the devil, so take your time before you
say or do something you will later regret.
Istighfar, forgiveness is a vital remedy that all Muslims must adhere to, we must always be in a
state of forgiveness, seeking refuge because without realising it but we may have committed a sin.
Good things happen to good and bad people, though we shouldn't feel 'why has Allah afflicted me
for..' it's not like we ask the same question when we have happiness in our life.
We should try and avoid any uncalled for behaviour, by staying in good company, speaking the
truth, and trying our best to stick to the teachings of the Quran and Sunnah.

Actions are based on intentions; you will only receive what you intend for. We
should be on guard against our intentions at all times because they often change as
much as the direction of the wind. When making Du'a1 you should have belief and
patience in Allah as he has said; he will either give it to you straight away, give you something
better or He will make you wait to test your patience.
It is easier said than done when someone tells you to remain calm and absolute. In fact many times
you will find yourself twiddling your thumbs waiting for the clock to strike 12, entering a new
day, a new beginning when all the while a bead of sweat trickles down and you're expecting your
Du'a to have been accepted by now.
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Gold Soars Why ?

The answer will always be a stab in the dark. The preferred method among traders
is to look for historical precedents – only problem is, gold has been trading at fresh
records ever since it went through $850.
Instead, analysts and gold bugs have been trying to extrapolate from the $850 high
touched in 1980 to the possible upside for the gold price today.
The most common calculation is to adjust the dollar gold price for US consumer
price inflation. On that basis, the 1980 peak translates to somewhere between
$2,400 and $2,500 an ounce – a number that many long-term gold bulls are targeting. Indeed, JPMorgan recently said gold could trade that high by the end of this
year.
But why restrict yourself to CPI? Adjust by producer price inflation and gold has
already come within a whisker of the all-time high: US PPI-adjusted gold record is
$1,814, according to Matthew Turner at Mitsubishi.
Adjusted by average weekly wages in the US, on the other hand, the record stands
at $2,383.
It is possible to come up with even more bullish numbers: adjust the 1980 peak by
US GDP per capita and it translates to $3,377 an ounce, says Mr Turner. Analysts
at Citigroup, adjusting by the US money supply (M2), calculate a peak of $3,800.
This is more than just a mathematical game.
Some bold investors are already punting on a gold price spike to extreme levels. In
the options market in New York, open interest in December 2011 calls with a strike
price of $3,000 currently stands at a relatively high 14,532 contracts (equivalent to
1.4m ounces of gold). For December 2012, a few bullish souls are even betting on
$5,000 gold: open interest in the $5,000 call contract stands at 189 lots (the premium is $2.40).
Are the bets reasonable? Of course, prices could spike if the global economy takes
some unforeseen lurch and investors go into a true panic. Indeed, the options bets
are most likely bets on this scenario.
But looking at the 1980 peak as a benchmark is perhaps misleading. That was an
unsustainable spike, even within the extreme macroeconomic context of the wars,
inflation and market squeezes of 1980. As Mr Turner points out, the average price
in 1980 was $615 an ounce, which adjusted by CPI is equivalent to $1 ,571 today.
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Why Gold Sellers Choose First Edge Ltd
for CIF to London

PROCEDURES
First-Edge Ltd Commodities, is a United Kingdom based Trading Company who has sincere interest in
purchasing Au Dore Bar and Au Gold Dust direct.
Your responsibility in shipping the FIRST run will end at UK (London) destination Heathrow International
Airport.
From that point First Edge will:
Clear customs and pay 20% VAT also pay for security to Refinery and transport your Rep to Refinery/pay
smelting and assay at Refinery then pay two days hotel accommodation for your Rep.
The smelting assay process will take no longer than 24 to 48 hours with payment in full to the seller for
the total shipment immediately thereafter.
This in itself is of significant financial benefit to Gold Sellers when compared to the present sales structure.
By accepting this format you will benefit from rising Au Gold prices going forward.
It is important to bear in mind that you will ship each consignment on CIF basis, which in itself guarantees
that ownership of the gold does not pass from Seller to Buyer until payment in full has been effected.
The Refinery is Government Certified and of excellent financial standing.
The seller is therefore encouraged to conduct a due diligence on the Refinery.
The obvious benefit of trading directly with the Refinery on clearly defined terms is to build a trading relationship based on mutual trust and integrity.
We are at your disposal should you require any further clarity that we are the only UK company that will
pay for the all the transaction stated at the port of delivery.
( First Edge Ltd will not make any Advance Payment other than Full Payment after Full Assay)
This does not means we are not prepared to negotiate any added payment cost after the gold has been
assayed, but no upfront fee and no advances also no diplomat fee or financier cost or anything relating
where first edge has to pay upfront fee once the gold has arrived in London and before the assay of the
gold has been completed.
With best regard

David McGhie
Company Managing Director

First-Edge is a Member of
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Why Gold Sellers Choose First Edge Ltd
for CIF to London

AU Metal Sales & Purchase
Contract CIF to London

Page 1

Ref Code: A FEC-2011 A232N
This contract is made and entered into this August , 2011 between the parties set forth hereunder:
Seller Name or Company Name:
Address:
Telephone:
(Hereinafter called the “Seller”)
And
Buyer: First Edge Limited
Address: 44 Valleyfield Road Streatham
London SW16 2HR
Email:dm@first-edge.co.uk
Telephone: +044 208769 0060
(Hereinafter called the “Buyer”)
WHEREAS: The “SELLER” has complete and full authority to sell gold dust and buyer is able and
willing to purchase same, the parties hereto entering into this sales/purchase contract for and in
consideration of the promises and undertaking described in this agreement, do hereby agree as
follows:
1. The price is USXXX,000 of XXXkg gold reserved.
2. The Seller will be responsible for Air Freight by air cargo of the good of Tanzania export
custom clearance, and insurance cost of the gold quantity.
3. The seller’s will ship the gold by air freight to the buyer’s destination, after the clearance
checks has been completed the buyer shall deliver the Gold to the refinery for the final assay
and the buyer shall make payment after the assay/refined.
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Why Gold Sellers Choose First Edge Ltd
for CIF to London

AU Metal Sales & Purchase
Contract CIF to London

Page 2

Recitals:
Whereas, the seller does hereby confirm with full legal responsibility, that he has the resources
to procure and authority to sell and deliver AURUM UTALIUM (AU) Metal described herein in
this contract with a legitimate buyer of this com-modity.
Whereas, the buyer does hereby confirm with full legal responsibility, that he has the resources
to contract, to purchase and ensure full compliance with the payment terms set forth herein for
the delivery of AURUM UTALIUM (AU) Metal described herein in this contract with a legitimate seller of this commodity.
Now therefore, in consideration of the recitals hereinbefore and their desire and ability to jointly
execute the provisions of this contract, the promises, covenants and terms of reference hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto agree and represent as follows:
Article 1
Description
The object of this contract is the sale and purchase of precious Metal as gold
Article 2
Purchase price
The purchase price of each shipment shall be USD $xx,000 per Kilogram of the refined gold the
day the refining is complete.
Export tax, freight and insurance from the land of origin to London are to be borne by the Seller.
Transportation to the refinery, re-fining cost and any other cost in London such as VAT charges
etc. is also on Buyer‟s account.
Or as Seller´s choice
1. Sales Purchase or Contract/Agreement or Offer documents to
FIRST EDGE LIMITED as Buyer
- Goods to be shipped (C.I.F London )
- Buyer ………. FIRST EDGE LIMITED
- Billing to ………… London
- Delivery to UK Refinery
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Why Gold Sellers Choose First Edge Ltd
for CIF to London

AU Metal Sales & Purchase
Contract CIF to London

Page 3

Day one
- Goods paperwork will be authenticated on it’s arrival into London Airport by Mr
Mcghie from First Edge and Customs also the Refinery Agent. The Buyer shall lead the Representatives to the refinery after the 20% VAT has been paid. The Gold is then cleared out from
the airport at the cargo office then all parties make their way to the buyer‟s refinery destination.
Day two
This process can be completed on the same day but it realy depends on how busy the refinery is.
- Melting process Refinery - Refinery report + purchase offer
- Payment to owner / shipment by the Diplomat from Tanzania SWIFT Transfer
Payment
Payment of the amount due to the seller will be executed latest 48 hours after the refining process is complete. All payments are in United States Dollar (USD) and will be paid to the seller‟s
account as specified in Article 12.
The gold remains in seller‟s property until it is fully paid by the buyer.
Article 4
Delivery
The seller guarantees every delivery to buyer‟s destination through Air Freight cargo delivery. If
the delivery arrives on a weekday before 12 o‟clock, the buyer guarantees that the gold will be at
the refinery the next business day. If the delivery arrives after 12 o‟clock or during the weekend,
the buyer will transport the gold to the refinery within maximum 2 business days.
The deliv-ery documents needed is as follow:
Each shipment shall be identified with the reference code of this contract and each shipment
shall be accompanied with the following documents
A.
Export license
B.
Airway bill
C.
Commercial invoice
D.
Certificate of origin
First Edge would require all the information between 24 to 48 Hours before the delivery of the
shipment.
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Why Gold Sellers Choose First Edge Ltd
for CIF to London

AU Metal Sales & Purchase
Contract CIF to London
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Article 5
Warranty
The seller warrants that the gold conforms to the specifications set forth herein and that he has
full legal title to the quantity and quality of the commodity described under Article 1 herein and
that this product is free and clear of liens, claims, encumbrances and security interests of any
kind. The seller warrants that he has full power to transfer such title to the buyer.
Article 6
Amendments / Assignment
Any change or modification of this contract must be made in writing and exe-cuted by all parties hereto as a condition precedent to implementation of such change or modification.
This contract is not assignable or transferable without the prior written consent of all parties concerned.
Article 7
Arbitration
This contract is executed under ICC regulations and Swiss Law. Place of ju-risdiction is Zurich,
Swizerland.
Article 8
Binding effect
The provisions of this contract shall be binding and inure to the benefit of each of the parties
and their respective successors in title and assigns.
Article 9
General
A. Should any provisions of this contract be or become invalid by virtue of applicable law(s)
or fail enforceability then this contract shall remain in full force and the invalid and/or unenforceable provision(s) shall be replaced by provision(s) to be mutually agreed upon between
buyer and seller within the spirit and intent of this contract.
B. Any facsimile document, the signature to which has been witnessed, shall be considered an
original, binding and enforceable document.
C. The seller commits himself to provide to the buyer all the information needed to execute
his duties, especially with regards to anti-money-laundering regulations (separate list will be provided).
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Why Gold Sellers Choose First Edge Ltd
for CIF to London

AU Metal Sales & Purchase
Contract CIF to London
Article 10
Seller’s bank
The buyer shall make all payment of the gold to the following bank:
Bank name:
Account no.:
Account name :
Swift:
Address:
Swift No:
Account No:
Article 11
Buyer’s bank
Bank name:
Account no.:
IBAN :
Account name:
Swift:
Article 12

Signatures
This contract has been signed in,XX , 2011
Seller:
Name:

Buyer:
Name:

Passport no.:
Date:
Sign:

Passport No:
Date
Sign:
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The Oil reserves in

Libya
Oil reserves in Libya are the largest in Africa and the ninth largest in the world with 41.5 billion barrels (6.60×10^9 m3) as of 2007. Oil production was 1.8 million barrels per day
(290×10^3 m3/d) as of 2006, giving Libya 23 years of reserves at current production rates if
no new reserves were to be found. Libya is considered a highly attractive oil area due to its
low cost of oil production (as low as $1 per barrel at some fields), and proximity to European
markets. Libya would like to increase production from 1.8 Mbbl/d (290×10^ 3 m3/d) in 2006
to 3 Mbbl/d (480×10^3 m3/d) by 2010–13 but with existing oil fields undergoing a 7–8% decline rate, Libya's challenge is maintaining production at mature fields, while finding and developing new oil fields. Most of Libya remains unexplored as a result of past sanctions and
disagreements with foreign oil companies.
Cumulative production through 2009 was 27 Gbbl.Given the stated number, this would be
65% of reserves.
The drilling of oil wells in Libya was first authorised by the Petroleum Law of 1955. The National Oil Corporation is the

largest
LibyaUS
m).

oil company of
dollars (£274
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4 Good Reasons Why Gold
Will Rise, Sooner Than Later
The big price drop Wednesday in the price of gold is not the beginning of a trend, say analysts, just a pause in
a bull market that has a lot farther to run, for at least four reasons.
The price of gold fell $104, or 5.6 percent, to settle at $1,757.30 an ounce as investors took profits from recent gains and took heart from an encouraging durable good report. Others took an upbeat view of what
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke will say Friday in a key speech. The net effect was the yellow
metal's biggest drop in three years.
However, professional analysts caution that the correction is only a pause and the metal's trend line is up, not
down.
Indeed, Gayle Berry, analyst with Barclays Capital Research, forecasts the average price of gold this year at a
lofty $1,800 per ounce with next year's average and next year to average $2,000, and Goldman Sachs expects
gold's price to rise through the middle of next year.
Here are their reasons.
1. A structural shift in macroeconomic instability due to the heightened sovereign debt risks and credit downgrades, says Gayle Berry of Barclays Capital Research. Retail investors are losing faith in fiat currencies,
whether it is the U.S. dollar or the euro. As a result they have piled into gold and gold-related assets. One
such asset is the SPDR Gold Trust which has now become the largest of all exchange-traded funds.
"Fear and insecurity have driven the markets to take comfort in gold, driving it to a record high above $1900/
oz," the analyst said in a note. "Although profit-taking, price-elastic scrap supply and seasonally soft physical
demand could temper the rally in the near term, we expect prices to set new highs."
2. The sharp acceleration of broad investment demand after a mostly absent first half 2011, says Berry.
3. The return of central bank buying, from new corners and in sizeable tranches. Berry specifically cited
South Korea adding 25 metric tons of gold to its reserves over June and July.
4. Current low U.S. interest rates will support high gold prices, according to Goldman Sachs. Earlier this
month the investment bank issued a report saying it expects gold prices to rise through the middle of next
year. While calling this year's gold price rally "impressive, this rally in gold prices is still lagging the collapse
in U.S. real rates with the 10-year TIPS yield now closer to 0.30 percent, suggesting that gold positioning
remains 'under-bought.'
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Welcome To
NOTICE-BOARD
The all-new Free Notice Board-Forum Specially Designed for Real Buyer and Sellers
First-Edge Notice Board’ is a new service for people in the commodity world to view and release
their product in a safe environment.
Notice-Board has been specially designed to make sure all the deal’s that is shown is as real as it
can get. That’s why we will vet all the company's and independents who wish to advertise with
FE Notice Board. Before anyone who is looking to advertise with FE Notice Board they must
pass our checks that is designed to keep away - in one word time waster’s.

We will do our utmost in keeping the notice board Forum clean from inexperienced traders or
any traders that has been blacklisted
Advertising - only takes a couple of minutes to email your company and the details you wish to
submit.
BOOKING/ADVERTISING NOTICES
This is the first time I have booked my notices in FS Magazine. How do I do it?
FS Magazine email: fem@first-edge.co.uk. Here you can email to Manage and pay for notices.
Simply email FS Magazine for its contracts..
This is the first time I have viewed FS Magazine, How can I still advertise?
Yes. For the next three months every body who wishes to advertise with FS Magazine can do for
free.
We will give everyone in commodity industry the chance to advertising their products and a
chance to see how their advertise works on the Notice Board.
PRICING
How much does it cost after the 3 months has expired?
a) we have kept costs of £50 including VAT for every 2 months to advertise. There will be no
charge between February and April 2011. You will be sent a notice by email to show what then
next step would be if you wished to continue with your advertisements with FS Magazine.
What do I get?
Up to 100 words. If you submit more, your notice will be edited.
All notices will be checked and approved by a moderator before they appear in FS Magazine but
this shouldn't take long and they will come back to you promptly if there are any queries.
How can I pay?
You can pay with a credit or debit card via our secure payment system,
I don’t want to advertise in FS Magazine. Do I still have to pay the monthly fee?
No if you are on FS Magazine mail listing you will still get you free Magazine.
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Who do I contact with any further questions?
Customer Services on Tel: +44 208 769 0070

Welcome To
NOTICE-BOARD

Welcome To
NOTICE-BOARD
Deal of the Month
First-Edge has Chosen this to be the Deal of the Month.

Deal Alert

Please contact First Edge If You think you deal should be deal of the month ( info@first-edge.co.uk )

This is an invitation to have your buyer or mandate talk with the seller mandate. Immediately below are the
required procedures to have your buyer or mandate speak with the seller mandate.
Great Pricing, Reasonable Procedures, CIF & FOB, Attractive Commissions and most importantly they are
reliable. They do not ask the buyer for any fees or upfront money for anything! There are no advance, registration, notarization, legalization, transportation, pipeline or environmental fees. Once the buyer qualifies
and shows that they have the financial capability to pay for the fuel once it is delivered, the seller places the
order with the refineries, takes title and pays for the fuel with their own money. The irrevocable, confirmed,
auto revolving Letter of Credit or BG payable 100% at sight against shipping documents is used to pay for
each monthly shipment and is the key to dealing with this seller. This Seller will not provide their information until they know that the buyer is serious and financially capable. Once the buyer provides his LOI
agreeing to the seller’s terms and conditions the buyer and or his mandate can have a call with the seller
mandate if they request it. After the call the buyer will need to proceed to step #1 in the procedures. The
name of the seller will be given to the buyer during the call for him to place on the ICPO. Only the buyer
and or his mandate will be allowed on the call and Ralph will initiate the call and keep the lead intermediary
informed of how things are proceeding. After the call, the required documents will need to be sent to Ralph
to check for completeness and correctness prior to being sent to the seller mandate. Please assist, me in
streamlining this by sending your Buyers LOI in the format provided. Any changes to this will not be acceptable and will only waste everybody's time!
Shown below in Bold/Black is some more information from this seller, which may be helpful to you. We
have ATTACHED the needed intermediary NCNDA LOI, ICPO, NCNDA-IMFPA templates to be used. We
have further clarified the following items below;
1. Procedure: Buyer sends LOI. Buyer can have call with Seller mandate after Ralph approves the
LOI. If any additional information is needed for Ralph to submit LOI he will request it directly from
the Buyer. Ralph will require a signed NCNDA with all intermediaries and will require one of the intermediaries to be nominated as lead intermediary with whom he will communicate with. This is a
separate NCNDA than the NCNDA-IMFPA. Both are attached.
2. Buyer issues BCL and ICPO using supplied template. Along with the BCL & ICPO Ralph needs,
the completed NCNDA-IMFPA with Buyer, Buyer Mandate, and lead intermediary information completed and signed. Once all paperwork is complete, Ralph will submit to seller mandate.
3. Seller issues official FCO. From this point forward the buyer and seller will be in direct contact.
4. Commissions: With this seller the entire Buy side is open. Commissions will be paid by the buyer
to the buy side as follows; Shown is the split on $10 and $5 fuels, the % always remains the same.
D2 & Mazut - The Buy side has a total of $10 which will be split as follows;
1/3 or $3.34/MT to the Buyer Mandate, (group 1 see ncnda) OUP 1) MANDATEBUYER SIDE (GROUP 1) MAND
1/3 or $3.33/MT to you and your group (group 3 see ncnda)
1/3 or $3.33/MT to me and my group (group 2 see ncnda)(Closed)
JP54 - The Buy side has a total of $5 which will be split as follows;
1/3 or $ 1.67 /MT to the Buyer Mandate, (group 1 see ncnda)
1/3 or $ 1.67 to you and your group (group 3 see ncnda)
1/3 or $ 1.66 to me and my group (group 2 see ncnda)(Closed)
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Welcome To
NOTICE-BOARD
First-Edge Notice Board
Product: Most Commodities
DRACULAGENCIES

First-Edge Commodities is able to sell and locate most commodities
Invites all Buyers—Sellers or mandate’s around the world we have
a vast database of tried and tested buyer and sellers we are also
mandated by Major’s in the Commodity Industry
Tel: +44 2087690060
Fax:+44 2087690070
Mob.:+44 7800744523
Skype first.edge1
Web: first-edge.co.uk
E-mail: info@first-edge.co.uk

FUEL ’s

MAZUT

Metal’s and None Metal’s Products

Available
Available
JP54
Available
D2
Available
BLCO
Available
Basra Lite Available
LPG-LNG Not Available
BITUMEN

Uncut Diamonds
Polish Diamonds
(AU) Gold Dust
(AU) Dore Bars
Steel
HMS
Cement

Available
Available
Available
Available
Available
Available
Available

FOOD

Sugar
Rice
Cooking Oil
Coffee
Co Co

Available
Available
Available
Available
Available

Product: Most Commodities
BAIRD & Co

Specialists in Precious Metals
Baird & Co. was established as a firm in 1967 dealing in numismatic gold coins of the world moving towards volume dealing in
bullion gold as government restrictions eased in the 1970s.
Cash Purchases of Gold Bars
UK Contact Number +44 207 621 0090

Product:: BLCO
Company Name

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC)
Corporate Headquarters
NNPC Towers, Central Business District,
Herbert Macaulay Way,
P.M.B. 190, Garki, Abuja.
Website: www.nnpcgroup.com
Email: contactus@nnpcgroup.com

Please be advised that First-Edge will report all fraud activities and attempt to commit crimes to: INTERPOL, FBI, CIA, IC3, US Treasury Dept., FinCEN, SEC, Federal Reserve, CC Commercial Crime Services,
RCMP, New Scotland Yard, City of London Fraud Squad, Crime Stoppers International as well as any Law
16

Welcome To
NOTICE-BOARD
First-Edge Notice Board
Product: Most Commodities
Avocado Gold

Product: Most Commodities
Draculage Agency

DRACULAGE
AGENCY

Specialists in Precious Metals
Draculage has direct, free and clear disposal GOLD (Au Metal), the country of origin
being Guinea, in the following form: dust to be refined/assayed at most recognised
african refineries.
Cash Purchases of Gold Bars
UK Contact Number +44 7906475727

Product: Most Commodities
Company Name

Kwality Commodities
Trading Limited

Kwality Commodities Trading Limited
2nd Floor, Sandown House, Sandton Close 2
Norwich Close, Sandton
Johannesburg, South Africa
Cell+ 27 72 640 9264
Fax +27 86 515 9061
Email: itakawira@etongroup.co.za

Please be advised that First-Edge will report all fraud activities and attempt to commit crimes to: INTERPOL, FBI, CIA, IC3, US Treasury Dept., FinCEN, SEC, Federal Reserve, CC Commercial Crime Services,
RCMP, New Scotland Yard, City of London Fraud Squad, Crime Stoppers International as well as any Law
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Welcome To
NOTICE-BOARD
First-Edge Notice Board
Product: Most Commodities
G4S

Who we are
G4S is the largest secure solutions company in the UK and Ireland,
with a turnover of more than £1 billion and over 40,000 employees
managed from over 80 offices.
More than 6,000 customers, including 59 FTSE 100 companies and
the majority of UK Government departments, depend on G4S to
provide them with a safe and secure way to deliver their services.

G4S is securing some
of the world’s most precious metals

We’re the world’s leading name in security solutions,
a FTSE 100 company and one of the world's largest
employers

Product: Most Commodities
Embassy First

Specialists in Private Customer Service‘s
Our services is designed to set a new benchmark in the provision of bespoke services
to overseas business especially in Africa. For the first time clients will receive a first
class service tin helping clients with their products hat is not usually found in most
countries as an exclusive Services.
Become part of Embassy First you will automatically be provided with your own dedicated personal assistant. he or she will offers all the support of our full Service, but
most important all your cost will be significantly lower than having to pay for numerous
cost's.

Customer Name: Angeline Maynard

Contact Number +44 2087690070

Product:: BLCO
Heeb Group

Banking Trading Group (main trading desk Co)
Corporate Trader Headquarters
All info and Enquiries needs to be put through
First Edge Ltd

Please be advised that First-Edge will report all fraud activities and attempt to commit crimes to: INTERPOL, FBI, CIA, IC3, US Treasury Dept., FinCEN, SEC, Federal Reserve, CC Commercial Crime Services,
RCMP, New Scotland Yard, City of London Fraud Squad, Crime Stoppers International as well as any Law
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FE NEWS

FE Magazine News

This Months Breaking Quick News
Gold drops $160 an ounce in two days on 24 August 2011
CME demands larger good-faith deposits for futures as haven asset suffers its largest 48-hour absolute fall in
more than three decades
In depth: Gold
Miners and investors join Yukon gold rush

CFTC discusses oil case settlement
Optiver accused of price manipulation in 2007

Thai scheme to turn up heat on rice prices
Concerns over plan to pay farmers above market rate

Italy seeks to restore oil ties with Libya
Eni chief confident „special relation‟ will resume

BHP warns on hopes for new mines
Market overestimating sector‟s ability, says chief

Food giants clash over access to China
Beijing is now a big corn importer

Short View: No gold bubble yet
Gold‟s zero real yield look reasonable
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A Man walks into the bedroom with a sheep on a leash and says...

"Honey, this is the cow I make love to when you have a headache."
The wife, lying in the bed reading a book, looks up and says,
"If you weren't such an idiot, you'd know that's a sheep,
Not a cow."
The guy replies, "If you weren't such a presumptuous b!tch,
You'd realize I was talking to the sheep."
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Picture’s of Men who lack adult supervision
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BOB'S FUNERAL.
Bob works hard at the office but spends two nights each week bowling, and plays golf every
Saturday.
His wife thinks he's pushing himself too hard, so for his birthday she takes him to a local
strip club.
The doorman at the club greets them and says, 'Hey, Bob! How ya doin?'
His wife is puzzled and asks if he's been to this club before.
'Oh no,' says Bob. 'He's in my bowling league.
When they are seated, a waitress asks Bob if he'd like his usual and brings over a Budweiser.
His wife is becoming increasingly uncomfortable and says, 'How did she know that you
drink Budweiser?'
'I recognize her, she's the waitress from the golf club.
I always have a Bud at the end of the 1st nine, honey.'
A stripper then comes over to their table, throws her arms around Bob, starts to rub herself
all over him and says,
'Hi Bobby. Want your usual table dance, big boy?'
Bob's wife, now furious, grabs her purse and storms out of the club.
Bob follows and spots her getting into a cab.
Before she can slam the door, he jumps in beside her.
Bob tries desperately to explain how the stripper must have mistaken him for someone else,
but his wife is having none of it .
She is screaming at him at the top of her lungs, calling him every 4 letter word in the book..
The cabby turns around and says,
'Geez Bob, you picked up a real bitch this time.'
BOB'S FUNERAL WILL BE HELD
THIS COMING FRIDAY.
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